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Fender American Professional Series  

Kenosha, Wis., March 26, 2017 - Fender Musical Instruments Corporation (Fender), a 
global leader in the music industry, just launched in January a new line of guitars and 
basses to replace and enhance their existing American Standard Series. Unlike the 
American Standard Series, the American Professional Series has new features and 
colors. The instruments can be found now at local Fender dealer stores, including Music 
Center, or online.

Fender is a known icon in the industry for their stratocasters and telecasters and have 
been changing musicians lives since 1946. The sounds from these classically crafted 
instruments permeates all genres of music from hard metal to soft folk. Not only are they 
the world’s largest guitar manufacturer, they also introduced the first electric bass in 
1951, changing the face of playing music electronically. After 30 years of the American 
Standard Series, Fender has done it again, bringing fresh modern looks and features 
along with the classic tones every musician wants in the American Professional Series. 

The American Professional Series opens up these classic instruments to a new era of 
players, but older players will love them just as much. The blending of the old and new, 
with smooth tones and easy to play features such as the “Deep C” Neck and V-MOD/
SHAW pickups, this series is great for players of all ages and styles.

Justin Norvell, Vice President, Electric Guitars and Basses said, “It’s our goal to give 
artists the tools they need to push the boundaries of their artistry in ways they never 
thought were possible. The American Professional series stays true to the integrity, 
quality and craftsmanship of legendary Fender designs, while incorporating more 
modern, player-centric features.”

With 16 models introduced and a total of 92 SKUs available in 11 colors, including three 
new colors: Sonic Gray, Antique Olive and Mystic Seafoam, the American Professional 
series covers everyone’s tastes. The series ranges from $1,399.99 - $1,599.99 list price 
and models included are:

• American Professional Stratocaster® and Stratocaster® Left-Hand, American 
 Professional Stratocaster® HH ShawBucker, American Professional   
 Stratocaster® HSS ShawBucker 
•American Professional Telecaster® and Telecaster® Left-Hand, American Professional   
 Telecaster® Deluxe ShawBucker 



• American Professional Jaguar®, 
• American Professional Jazzmaster®, 
• American Professional Jazz Bass® and Jazz Bass Left-Hand®, American Professional  
 Jazz Bass® Fretless, American Professional Jazz Bass® V, 
• American Professional Precision Bass® and Precision Bass® Left-Hand and the  
 American Professional Precision Bass® V

With an array of colors, styles, and affordable prices, anyone can find the perfect guitar 
or bass for their specific needs. For more in depth technical specs and information on 
each model, color choices, pricing, or other Fender products and local retail partners 
please visit Fender. For other questions please contact Elizabeth Inloes.
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